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QUESTION 1

Tara is writing an XPage application and wants to define the life of an object to be limited to the rendering of the page.
Which scope should she use? 

A. viewScope 

B. requestScope 

C. sessionScope 

D. applicationScope 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 2

Mary is the IBM Domino administrator and needs to deploy an agent she has written. Mary\\'s agent reads and writes
data directly to the file system, is scheduled to run on server daily, and is signed by Mary\\'s IBM Notes ID. What does
Mary need to update to ensure the agent runs correctly? 

A. the agent Security setting "Runtime Security Level" to "2. Allow restricted operations" 

B. the Execution Control List (ECL) on each workstation to trust Mary\\'s hierarchical name 

C. the access control list of the database hosting the agent to include her hierarchical name as Manager 

D. the Server document field "Sign or run unrestricted methods and operations" with Mary\\'s hierarchical name 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 3

Running compact -F on the IBM Domino server only checks the tables associated with the form specified in selection
criteria instead of every table in the application. What database property is available that does the same thing as this
server task? 

A. "Don\\'t maintain unread marks" 

B. "Optimize document table map" 

C. "Prevent the use of stored forms" 

D. "Associate document tables with forms for view updates" 

Correct Answer: B 
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QUESTION 4

What is the benefit of using a shared action over a normal action? 

A. It allows more than one user to access and use that action at a time. 

B. It allows the sharing of data between two documents in the database. 

C. It automatically includes that action in any view or form in the database. 

D. It allows the ability to alter the code in a single place when changes are needed. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 5

The LCConnection.fetch method performs what action? 

A. executes a call against a relational database 

B. creates a connection from IBM Domino to a relational database 

C. returns relational database table properties for the connected database 

D. returns records to Domino from an executed call against a relational database 

Correct Answer: D 
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